
 
 
Good morning everybody and thank you for joining the Quarterly Market Update for the 
second quarter of 2022. This update is coming a little bit early than normal based on some of 
the market conditions that we've experienced here during the second quarter but we wanted 
to go ahead and get this out early to let you know some of the trades and transactions that 
you'll see take place in your Framework portfolios over the coming months of July and August. 
On behalf of the team at Rise Advisors, this is Zach Harrington, Partner and Financial 
Advisor providing you the update of what's to take place in your portfolios in the coming 
months. 
 
When we look at today's agenda, we wanted to talk through a couple of pieces and themes 
that have been playing out in the market over the last three to six months, we're going to 
cover bear markets and what we've been living through here in 2022, talk about the 
unprecedented Fed action that took place during the June Federal Reserve board meeting, 
talk about some of the bond assets and what's taken place there, talk about some of the 
dispersion of stock performance, and then talk through some of those portfolio changes. 
When we look at bear markets one of the important things to remember is that a bear 
market is when the market sells off greater than a certain percentage from its last all time 
high. The bear market measured in days is going back to the time it last hit that market high, 
so when we look at the stock market today, the last time the market hit a high was on January 
3rd, 2022, the very first trading day of the year, as of recording this we're about 175 days into 
this bear market. So, we are recording this on Tuesday, June 28th. This is day 175 has been 
completed since the last time we hit an all time high in the market. When we look at the two 
types of bear markets, there's been 25 bear markets in the S&P 500, going back to 1928, 14 of 
those bear markets took place leading into and during a recession, and 11 of them took place 
during non-recessionary times. When we look at this - if we are in a recession right now, which 
the data will still remain to be seen here with how things come out from a GDP standpoint in 
Q2, the average drawdown of the S&P 500 during those occurrences is 39.4%. The average 
peak to trough is about 390 days. In a non-recessionary bear market, more of just an earnings 
adjustment and valuation adjustment of greater than 20%, that's happened 11 times with an 
average draw down of 26.1% and the average peak to trough is about 202 days. If we look at 
this objectively, if we are in a non-recessionary bear market, and in the second quarter, some 
of the higher price inputs and consumer resiliency pushes through keeping us out of a 
recession and inflation starts to subside the S&P 500 at the low here in June was down just 
about 26%. If for some reason we aren't able to have a resilient consumer, demand continues 
to slow and we do end up in a recession here after a first quarter negative GDP. We are 
looking at about a halfway point. When we consider that earning season kicks off in two 
weeks around the 190 day mark, there is a real chance that if we are skirting a recession we 
are at the average lows and the average peak to trough here of a bear market. This could be 
a good sign for investors who have weathered a pretty difficult 2022. 
 
One of the things to take into consideration is that in the June Federal Reserve meeting, the 
Federal Reserve decided that they were going to raise their target interest rate by 75 basis 
points or 0.75%. The only time they've ever done this in history was back in 1994. In the late 
Spring, early Summer of 1994, the Federal Reserve was facing challenges and decided that 
they were going to do a 75 basis point rate hike, so when we look at the Dow Jones Industrial 
Average and some of the pressure it came in to start the year, the Federal Reserve made the 
decision right here to do a 75 basis point rate hike, the market retested those lows two more 
times in the coming six months, and then proceeded to rally out of the bear market that they 
were experiencing in 1994 at that time. This to me is an interesting consideration because if we 
go back to the last slide and we consider that we're 175 days into this bear market, earnings 



season's going to kick off around the 190 day mark we've hit the average draw down, we're 
approaching the average peak to trough and we had a 75 basis point Fed rate hike here in 
June of 2022. It's really important to consider as an investor when you're looking at your 
account and you're worried about where the market has been and where it could head. If we 
are able to avoid a recession, signs would point that we have started to bottom here, and you 
should be confident moving forward in where your allocation sits.  
 
When we look at bond assets, one of the themes we've talked about going back to December 
of 2021 was the decision that we made to cut duration in our Framework portfolios. So, we 
were owners of AGG the Aggregate Bond Index and way back in December, which is over 
here on the chart we swapped AGG for FLOT, the Floating Rate Bond Index. When we come 
down here, this here is some of the longest duration that you could be exposed to TLT, the 
blue line is 20 year Treasury Bonds. These are Treasury Bonds that are 20 years or greater 
and you can see that those bond assets have been reacting almost as volatile as the stock 
market down 24.6% through June 28 th. At the low, they were down close to 28%. At one point 
in mid-June right after the Fed rate hike that took place in mid-June 20 plus year treasuries 
were down greater than the S&P 500. One of the important themes that we've talked about is 
as the year progresses and the Fed starts to get to their target interest rate cycle, there's 
going to be an opportunity in your portfolios to sell these short duration bond assets and 
begin to add duration back into the portfolio because as the portfolio start to turn over and 
purchase these new bonds, as other bonds start to mature, you get this V-shape recovery as 
the higher yielding bonds and are more price stable based on the Fed rate come into the 
market. It's important to note that this is a great opportunity within your portfolio to sell an 
asset that has maintained most of its purchasing power into other assets with longer duration 
that have a chance for total return recovery. 
 
 On the stock side, there's going to be another change coming through in your portfolio. So, 
for all of you, your largest position on the stock side within your Framework portfolio is a 
ticker symbol called FSKAX that fund, Fidelity Total Stock Market Index mirrors the Large 
Cap US Stock Index very similar to the S&P 500. When we look at that blue line, this is how 
the Fidelity Total Stock Market has performed. The purple line is the Vanguard Value Index, 
and the green line is the Vanguard Growth Index. So, within Fidelity Total Stock Market, the 
blue line, there are two sides of the equation that are constantly pushing and pulling against 
each other. There's the growth side of the market, and there's the value side of the market. In 
doing some of our Third Party due diligence, and through our Investment Direction 
Committee Meeting, we began evaluating how would it improve your portfolio if we got the 
same overall load, Large Cap exposure, but did it by targeting the value side and the growth 
side of the Large Cap Stock Index, and what we realized through our Third Party due 
diligence and our internal research is by splitting Fidelity Total Stock into Vanguard Value 
and into Vanguard Growth, we are able to increase the yield in the portfolio, we are able to 
lower the volatility in the portfolio, we are able to simplify our rebalancing within the Large 
Cap Equity space, and we are able to target different aspects of the market.  
 
This leads us into the upcoming trades and rebalances within your Framework portfolios. Bear 
with me as I go through this. So the week of July 11th, following the 4th of July holiday, you are 
going to see a rebalance come through your portfolios. We are going to replace FSKAX. As 
we talked about the blue line here with a 50/50 split of the green line and the purple line. We 
are going to replace FIPDX in our lower equity exposure portfolios. Those are what are called 
Treasury Inflation Protected Bonds and those bonds behave really well when inflation begins 
to run wild. Now that inflation seems to be starting to subside, we want to get out in front of 
that and purchase JPST, which is JP Morgan's Short Term Bond Fund. It stays on the shorter 
end of the duration scope, but picks up a little bit of different bond exposure than what you 
currently have in the 30 and 40% stock Frameworks. We will then use the opportunity that 
week of the 11th, as we're placing these transactions to rebalance the overall portfolios back to 
target allocation. We’re then going to wait one week and if you recall back to our previous 
Quarterly Market Update at the end of February, early March, we reduced your International 



and Emerging Markets Exposure. We put a portion of those proceeds into the stock market, 
we put a portion of those proceeds into FLOT. We now feel it's a good time to begin taking 
the money out of FLOT that has maintained its purchasing power and begin to dollar cost 
average that back into the stock market. The week of the 18th, you're going to see a portion 
of FLOT be sold and that money be put into Vanguard Value and into Vanguard Growth 
across all of our Frameworks. We're going to then wait one month and the week of August 
15th, we're going to sell the remaining overweight of FLOT and complete our final dollar cost 
average into VTV and into VUG for all of our Framework allocations. We think that this sets 
up investors really well for the third and fourth quarter, in hopes that the US can indeed 
continue to stabilize asset prices and allow us to purchase into the stock market at these 
depreciated values. Between the stock transactions that are taking place during the third 
quarter, as well as the hopes of beginning to increase duration in the portfolio to end 2022 
and start 2023, we feel that you are very well positioned to continue to weather this volatility. 
 
On behalf of the team here at Rise Advisors, myself, Zach Harrington, my partners, Stephanie 
Kelm, Mark Jones and Scott Klatt, as well as our staff, Angelica Sudore and Danielle Emmons. 
I'd like to thank you for taking the time to watch the Quarterly Market Update for what was 
the second quarter of 2022. as always, if you have any questions regarding any of the content 
we've talked about, or your portfolios at Rise Advisors, feel free to reach out to myself or any 
of your advisors here at Rise. Thank you so much for your business and continued confidence 
and have a wonderful summer months. Thank you. 
 


